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BOARD OF FINANCE 

Meeting Minutes         May 28, 2020 

Via Public Online Video Conference       Immediately Following Public Hearing 

 

*Minutes are not official until approved at the next regular meeting 

 

Members Present (a quorum of 4 members is required to conduct business): 

Mike Makuch – Chairman  

Geoff Prusak – Vice Chairman 

Peter Tanaka – Secretary 

Christina Mailhos 

Stef Summers 

Matt Clark 

Mike Perry – Alternate 

Lisa Woolf – Alternate 

 

Members Absent: 

 

Also Present: 

First Selectwoman Erika Wiecenski 

Superintendent of Schools Phil Stevens 

Business Manager Donna Latincsics 

Members of the Public 

 

Chairman Mike Makuch called the meeting to order at 8:37pm. 

 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

 

Geoff Prusak made a motion to accept the meeting minutes of May 21, 2020. 

Christina Mailhos seconded the motion. 

Vote: 5 Yes (M. Clark, G. Prusak, P. Tanaka, C. Mailhos, M. Makuch), 0 No, 1 Abstain (S. 

Summers) 

 

Chairman Makuch recognized a backlog of minutes to approve. They will all be addressed at an 

upcoming meeting once the budget process is complete. 

 

The board discussed an error in the math during the previous meeting and revised line item 0930 

Capital Expenditure to reflect that the amount added is $44,800, not $48,800. 

 

PRESENT TO SPEAK 
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Elaine Newcomb of 28 Fermier Rd. suggested that unapproved minutes be posted, as members 

of the public may wish to keep up with meetings and won’t have access to them, especially as 

the Town Office Building is currently closed to the public and people can’t ask for items in 

person. Chairman Makuch clarified that, as is typical, minutes are sent to the Town Clerk for 

posting as soon as possible after a meeting and are approved by the board at a later date. Minutes 

on the town website are current.   

 

Greg Gryzwacz of 16 Angela Ln. stated: with my wife being a teacher in another district, I just 

want to reiterate what we heard earlier from Superintendent Stevens. There might be some big 

expenses or changes related to COVID coming to the schools that we have no say in, like 

automatic faucets. He asked if we have the capacity to absorb that within the current budget in 

some way.    

 

NEW BUSINESS 

 

1) Budget Discussion 

Chairman Makuch summarized that the board has spent many hours going over the budget and 

has heard public comment on a couple of key themes; keeping expenses as under control as 

possible and protecting educational programs and jobs. He asked for board members to speak on 

budget discussion. 

 

Matt Clark commented that he is disappointed that the board asked the people of Willington to 

comment on spending increases in the worst economic recession or depression of our lifetimes. 

We had a sense from the BOF that we weren’t going to increase spending. Selectwoman 

Wiecenski said that the Connecticut Council of Municipalities (CCM) survey indicates towns are 

doing flat budgets. Something changed after the board agreed to keep spending flat. Apparently 

Willington is different from other towns. We are raising spending in every area expect the 

regional high school and “other”. We even gave the town employees 2% raise without 

participation from or notice to the BOF at a time when taxpayers are being laid off, furloughed, 

and fired, businesses are going out of business, and paychecks are being cut. 

 

Matt continued that the current projections by financial rating agencies indicate that CT tax 

receipts will go down by 13-17% this year. The state Comptroller warned in the Hartford 

Courant that cutting too little money from budgets is “the greatest mistake a town can make.” He 

thinks the board is about ready to make that mistake. We had comments on unexpected expenses 

such as $50,000 for water fountains mentioned by Superintendent Stevens. The water fountains 

is just one small possibility. He remains very concerned about other state mandates regarding 

COVID-19 and state budget cuts and reimbursements that could impact town finances. We have 

something around $70,000 in spending increases and he would ask the board to narrow that 

down and decrease spending slightly.  

 

Matt commented that a lot of people in town are concerned about firing teachers and cutting 

programs. The budget before us has $121,000 increase in funding for schools, so he doesn’t 

understand that concern. It’s not a decrease or a flat budget.  
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Chairman Makuch stated that all the concerns the board is hearing are valid. There are a lot of 

unknowns about the future, and there are other things to factor into this. The board is spending a 

lot of time talking about an increase in spending, and while there is an increase of $71,900, 

which is less than 0.5%. He’s not mocking concern over the increase, but in a $17.7 million 

expense budget, it is a very small amount of money considering how many things are mandated 

or contractual in that budget. 

 

Chairman Makuch continued that he is concerned about the future but is also hearing positive 

things that go along with this. The Department of Labor is already seeing a decrease in jobless 

claims as people are going back to work. People who have been on unemployment are coming 

off as businesses are trying to reopen. There is a lot of public demand for reopening businesses. 

Businesses in town have reopened such as restaurants with outdoor seating. We are right to be 

very concerned, but also need to measure some optimism in there too. The board has worked 

very hard on this budget and there isn’t a lot of room left to work with that makes sense. He 

thinks this year is going to be unique and the board is going to be revisiting the budget during the 

year; the CIP committee is going to reconvene. Our town is going to be looking for federal and 

state support for help if we have to make changes related to COVID-19. There are a lot of 

unknowns but a lot of possibilities too. He feels the board has done a very good job of getting 

where we are. He feels cautious, but cautiously optimistic that we’ve done the right thing. 

 

Mike Perry commented that the board has worked hard and done a meticulous job of what we’ve 

done so far, but he still think there are cuts that need to be made.  

 

Stef Summers commented that it feels like the board is hanging our heads. She really thinks a 

0.4% increase is pretty good overall. The reason she thinks we’re at a sticking point is because 

basically to stay at 0 year-over-year, there aren’t a lot of variables or disposable income, 

especially in the school budget. It’s a very tight budget. There are many things in here where 

people made good cases for some growth and we said no. We’re in good standing where we are 

now. She would like to see us reconvene CIP and look at capital planning because she thinks 

that’s a key component of good finance. She really feels like the budget is pretty tightened up. 

We’re a conservative part of the state. There’s reason to be cautious but we have some flexibility 

there for the future. She doesn’t think we’re going out on a limb here.  

 

Peter Tanaka replied to the idea that $70,000 is essentially flat by saying that $70,000 is a nice 

household income for an entire family, he doesn’t think that’s an insignificant amount of money. 

Additionally, we have cut into programs because we’ve raised salaries. Salaries have raised that 

amount of money where we’ve had to cut into programs to get to even $70,000 over. We need to 

really watch that. He believes in the mission of the teachers and the municipal workers and the 

mission of the fire departments and public safety, but they’re not a protected class more than the 

taxpayer. Taxpayers are losing jobs at a ridiculous rate. We’re doing our finest to make sure 

there are no layoffs and he thinks that’s the right thing to do, but he’s not sure we can continue to 

do that if this thing continues much longer.  

 

Chairman Makuch clarified that he was speaking in terms of mathematical percentages, not that 

he thinks $70,000 is an inconsequential amount of money. 
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Matt commented that the board isn’t talking about a 0% increase in the education budget, 

because education spending is going up.  

 

Stef replied that actually K-12 education is not going up, it’s going down a few thousand dollars. 

If you just focus on K-8, you’re taking it out of context.  

 

Stef commented that she doesn’t recall that the board ever agreed we were going to be a 0%. The 

board agreed to ask the departments to show what would need to be cut at 0% and -3%. She does 

not remember where the board all agreed to be at 0%. 

 

Matt recalled asking for a consensus of the board regarding spending and everyone said we 

should be about flat. Chairman Makuch responded that Matt is partly correct. He asked for a 

non-binding consensus of feeling about the budget. What he got a response to was most people 

saying we should keep taxation or mill rate flat, not the expense budget, but the effect on the 

taxpayer. We can’t be hung up on the fact that we committed to not increasing spending because 

it was not a commitment the board made. 

 

Matt replied that he hadn’t mentioned mill rate and that’s not what he was asking about, but he 

would have to look it up in the minutes. 

 

2) Budget Adjustments-if Needed 

Peter suggested that the board reduce our fund balance by $48,000. He’s been fighting for the 

fund balance the entire time, but we’ve heard from the BOE that our “excessive” fund balance is 

making it difficult for them to negotiate salaries at the BOE. We’ve given a 2% raise to town 

employees and essentially funded our programs. What we need to do is decrease our fund 

balance by about $48,000 which will drop our mill rate to 29.99. He’d like to reduce the mill 

rate. Given a small budget increase, he thinks we can give a small tax decrease and recognize 

that we’ve been overtaxing this whole time.  

 

Business Manager Donna Latincsics confirmed that applying $673,000 from the fund balance 

will make the mill rate 29.99.  

 

Christina clarified whether the adjusted Grand List and the $4,000 correction to 0930 discussed 

at the prior meeting were reflected in that number. Donna confirmed.  

 

Christina asked what the mill rate would have been if the board didn’t apply the additional 

$48,000. Donna replied that it would’ve been 30.10, or a hundredth of a mill.  

 

Mike Perry asked if we have an estimated total amount of dollars to be returned from all 

departments, and where that money would go. Selectwoman Wiecenski replied that Donna did 

some quick estimations and that the general government may return up to $100,000, though it 

depends on other expenditures related to COVID. Returned funds go back to the General Fund. 

There is still another month of spending, but they’ve been in a freeze. 

 

Superintendent Stevens replied that the combined dollar amount of $300,000 shared at last 

week’s meeting was a combined figure from the BOE and BOS. The BOE has to make the 
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decision to return funds, but based upon what’s in their balance right now, he can confidently 

give the minimum of what will be sent back. 

 

Donna clarified that that returned amount from BOE and BOS is already factored into the 

spreadsheet, with the extra $100,000 revenue also mentioned at last week’s meeting. 

 

Peter Tanaka made a motion to apply $673,000 from the fund balance to the budget. 

Christina Mailhos seconded the motion. 

 

Stef stated that she is not certain it’s a good trend to cut the mill rate, especially when we’re 

talking about all these unforseens. It’s been the same rate for 4 years. That in itself is somewhat 

of an increase, staying flat for 4 years. If we wanted to correct the math there from the change to 

the Grand List, we would only need to add $10,000 in order to get back to the 30.09 mill rate. 

That’s a more conservative idea and she thinks that would be a better idea. She doesn’t think the 

board wants to get into the idea of cutting the mill rate at this point.  

 

Matt stated he thinks that if we can give employees a 2% a raise and raise spending in many 

areas including education, we can spend a little bit of money giving the people of Willington a 

small tax break.  

 

Peter elaborated that one of the reasons he’s thinking about rolling the mill rate down is because 

we rolled the mill rate up to cover for teacher retirement benefits which never occurred, so we’ve 

been overtaxing our town for those 3-4 years and that’s what’s essentially saved us from having 

to raise the mill rate, so it can be cut back just a little bit. Throughout this discussion for the last 

few weeks, he’s been very concerned about the fund balance because that’s our shock absorber 

should bad things happen. He doesn’t want to see it go away but thinks it’s important that we do 

recognize that our town is hurting, people are out of work, and they should be able to keep a little 

of their own paycheck.  

 

Chairman Makuch commented that he is always trying to figure out what’s the right balance. We 

are all discussing the same set of circumstances here. He’s concerned about shock absorber, but a 

nod to the public in the form of a slight reduction probably doesn’t affect their budgets very 

much. Certainly those who have their mortgages paid by escrow won’t know the difference 

because the bank may not return the money for a number of years, but he recognized that not 

everyone is in that position. He’s trying to think about it in the broad scale and a slight rollback 

in taxes might be a nod to the situation. 

 

Christina asked where we are in the revaluation cycle, because if we cut the mill rate now, 

what’s going to happen next year or the year we have to do the revaluation. Selectwoman 

Wiecenski replied that it is a 5-year cycle and was last done in 2018.  

 

Christina commented that cutting the mill rate and then having to drastically raise it again may 

not be worth it, but she isn’t sure how to think about that. Peter replied that it’s not being 

drastically reduced, only reduced by 0.1. If it needs to be drastically increased in the future, if 

would’ve been a drastic increase over 30.09 regardless. He commented that the board can’t plan 

out 6 months or a year right now, much less 3 years.  Christina agreed. 
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Vote: 5 Yes (M. Clark, C. Mailhos, G. Prusak, P. Tanaka, M. Makuch), 1 No (S. Summers)  

Motion passes.  

 

3) Adoption of 2020-2021 Budget 

Clarification was made on the process and wording of the motions to be made. 

 

Motion to accept the FY20-21 General Government budget with total expenditures of 

$4,890,724 was made by Mike Makuch and seconded by Geoff Prusak. 

Vote: 5 Yes (S. Summers, G. Prusak, P. Tanaka, C. Mailhos, M. Makuch), 1 No (M. Clark)  

Motion passes.  

 

Motion to approve the K-8 Education budget at $8,860,828 was made by Mike Makuch and 

seconded by Stef Summers.  

Vote: 4 Yes (C. Mailhos, S. Summers, G. Prusak, M. Makuch), 2 No (P. Tanaka, M. Clark)  

Motion passes.  

 

OLD BUSINESS 

 

1) Set Mill Rate 

 

Motion to set the mill rate at 29.99 made by Mike Makuch and seconded by Peter Tanaka. 

 

Stef point out that the discussion about the mill rate before the board passed the budget implied 

to her that that meant there was a consensus on the budget. It was backwards because the board 

essentially voted on a mill rate before we voted on a budget. She is just bringing it up, because it 

was a little confusing, though she is accepting of where we are now.  

 

Chairman Makuch clarified that the board voted on an applied fund balance earlier, not the mill 

rate, though it was used as a discussion point. He elaborated that he set the agenda items in 

accordance with protocol in regular years.  

 

Vote: 6 Yes (G. Prusak, S. Summers, P. Tanaka, M. Clark, C. Mailhos, M. Makuch), 0 No 

Motion passes.  

 

CORRESPONDENCE  

Distributed to board members prior to meeting, though Chairman Makuch noted he would go 

back and make sure. 

 

PRESENT TO SPEAK 

Jeff Farrar of 22 Angela Lane sent a private chat to the meeting moderator which was read aloud 

and stated: “The only part of our town that is growing is education. Education is the only part of 

our town that can attract new residents. Looking at a zero change in mill rate and saying that an 

increase in education spending is dangerous is very short sighted. It is an easy target because it is 

such a large part of our budget. However, taking the easy shot at the education budget would be 

foolish for the future of our town.” 
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Selectwoman Wiecenski stated: I wanted to thank you all. Certainly you were close to the end of 

this process to send the budget to voters when everything turned upside-down. I recognize there 

are a lot of new faces to the BOF and it couldn’t have been easy. I appreciate the hard work and 

the conversations that you had. Thank you for that in navigating this incredibly unusual budget 

season that after almost 6 months is finally coming to an end.  

 

Jim Bulick of 12 Laurel Drive stated: I wish there was more transparency in the BOE budget and 

that it was also posted online as well. All the public gets is a bottom line number. Having that 

level of detail would be helpful with some of these discussions for the public and board 

members.  

 

Superintendent Stevens stated: the BOE budget is online on our website. We had numerous 

presentations. The only change is the $123,000 that was cut. It is on town website and the Board 

of Education website under ‘Budget’ along with the last 6 years.  

 

Peter Tanaka asked that the completed budget be sent to the board members.  

 

Christina Mailhos asked what the dollar amount saved for the average household will be with the 

reduction in mill rate. Chairman Makuch commented that the average household in Willington is 

around $200,000. Donna calculated that the change is $10.06 per $100,000, so the average 

person will have a tax reduction of $20.12.  

 

GOOD & WELFARE 

Chairman Makuch expressed thanks to board members for being patient with him as we figure 

out how to navigate this odd situation and for sticking with it. History will tell if we did a good 

job but he feels confident we tried hard and did a good job. He noticed in looking at agendas 

from previous years that there were often 2 or 3 months in the summer where meetings were 

canceled because the budget work was completed and everything was on cruise control. I don’t 

think this will be the year for that. We will be meeting again.  

 

Chairman Makuch continued more broadly, for our town – we thought as of last Thursday night 

that we were dealing with a lot, and then something incredibly terrible happened Friday morning. 

We’ve all been struggling in one way or another. I spent a few hours at their house today helping 

with a crew of townspeople who had volunteered to help get things ready for the memorial at 

their house tomorrow. If you want inspiration, talk to the people who are the direct victims and 

you will be amazed at the strength of the humans and get refreshed as to what it really is to be up 

against a wall and to keep chugging. As much as we’ve been up against a wall, we’ll keep 

chugging and come back to the next meeting, hopefully keep some perspective, and keep doing 

good things for our town.  

 

Peter extended the board’s best thoughts, hopes, and prayers to the DeMers family and the other 

victims in town.  
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Christina commented that she does think that with this budget, we are ready to deal with 

whatever comes next with all of the different things at play right now. She is glad to have been a 

part of this.  

 

Stef commented that she too thinks that everything that’s been going on has put a certain context 

on what’s important and what’s crucial to the town and what a great town it is. This work gets 

down into the nitty gritty and we argue every point and there’s a certain energy to that, often a 

positive energy. She hopes we carry that sense of wanting to do what’s best for the town no 

matter what we’re facing. She feels like we’re in a completely different arena now after what 

we’ve been through. She extended her appreciation to members of the board and the people in 

the town.  

 

Peter Tanaka made a motion to adjourn the meeting at 9:39pm. 

Christina Mailhos seconded the motion. 

Vote: 6 Yes (G. Prusak, S. Summers, P. Tanaka, M. Clark, C. Mailhos, M. Makuch), 0 No 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Marysa Semprebon 
Recording Secretary 

 








































